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Abstract: We investigate local supersymmetry-breaking vacua in s-confining theories with
gauge group Sp(2N). By adapting the general recipe developed by Shadmi and Shirman,
we construct a realistic model based on dynamics of SQCD coupled with singlets which
allows a spontaneously broken supersymmetry. Since the chiral superfields in model have
R-charges R = 0 and R = 2 only, the tedious computations of Coleman-Weinberg potential
can be greatly alleviated from the lesson of David Shih. We observe that the pseudomoduli
fields are stabilized at the origin of moduli space at one-loop order with calculability being
preserved.
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1 Introduction
Dynamical supersymmetry breaking [1, 2] provides compelling explanation for hierarchy
problem, for reviews, see [3–5]. By using dimensional transmutation, small mass scale arises
naturally. The frustrating fact that models with dynamical supersymmetry breaking are
non-generic can be ameliorated if we accept meta-stable supersymmetry breaking [6]. In this
scenario, a weakly coupled supersymmetry breaking sector was derived from Seiberg duality
[7]. The properties of supersymmetry breaking vacua are illustrated by O’Raifeartaigh
models [8] which are dynamically generated in IR.
The vector-like supersymmetry breaking framework including various deformations of
ISS model [9] has been studied extensively. It is equally important to search for dynamical
supersymmetry breaking vacua in chiral theories [10–13]. In these models, s-confining
theories [14, 15] support a calculable framework for analyzing supersymmetry breaking
vacua. This is mainly because s-confining theory admits a smooth description of moduli
space in IR in terms of gauge invariant composites.
This paper is intended to search for dynamical supersymmetry breaking in s-confining
theories with gauge group Sp(2N). The basic methodology we adapt was developed by
Shadmi and Shirman [12]. By introducing singlets for each gauge invariant composites Oi
except one, supersymmetry breaking vacua is easy to obtain
δW = SiOi + fO. (1.1)
Below confinement scale Λ, s-confining theory reduces to O’Raifeartaigh model with
low energy degrees of freedom being gauge invariant composites. The last term in (2.6)
plays a crucial role in supersymmetry breaking as will be covered later.
In section 2, we set up a detailed analysis on a special s-confining theory, namely
Sp(2N) with one anti-symmetric tensor and six fundamental flavors. We observed that it
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is easy to obtain supersymmetry breaking vacua in this model coupled to singlets. The
component form of dynamical superpotential is
Wdyn = ε
abcdefXabφcdφef . (1.2)
In section 3, we focus our attention on the stabilization of pseudomoduli space. For
single pseudomoduli, the computation of Coleman-Weinberg potential [16] is compact and
simple in terms of the method developed by David Shih [17]. The non-calculable con-
tributions are naturally suppressed due to the fact that gauge invariant composites have
dimensions larger than 2. Using naive dimensional analysis, the gauge invariant composites
should be scaled by Λd−1, where d is the canonical dimension of gauge invariant composites.
After recaling, a small dimensionless number arises naturally
ǫ =
Λ
M
, (1.3)
where M is the UV cut-off.
In the last section, we briefly discuss other s-confining theories coupled to singlets with
gauge group Sp(2N). It is different from SU(N) s-confining theories that the number of
s-confining theories is highly constrained, i.e., we have exhausted the studies on s-confining
theories with gauge group Sp(2N).
2 Model construction
The simplest model to break supersymmetry dynamically for Sp(2N) is Sp(4) gauge the-
ory with one anti-fundamental tensor and six fundamental flavors [20]. The anomaly-free
symmetries and gauge invariant composites are given in Table (1)
Sp(4) SU(6) U(1) U(1)R
A 1 -3 0
Q 3 1
3
T = A2 1 1 -6 0
X0 = Q
2 1 -4 1
3
X1 = QAQ 1 -4
1
3
Table 1. The symmetries and confined spectra of the model we studied.
This model admits a s-confined description in IR in terms of gauge invariant composites.
Meanwhile, non-perturbative superpotential is dynamically generated so that the classical
constraints are preserved
Wdyn =
1
Λ5
(
1
3
TX30 +
1
2
X0X
2
1
)
(2.1)
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Using naive dimensional analysis, the Kahler potential is
K =
1
|Λ|2
T+T +
1
|Λ|2
X+
0
X0 +
1
|Λ|4
X+
1
X1 + · · · (2.2)
where dots denotes for higher order terms in Kahler potential that can be ignored
when we study theories around the origin. In order to obtain canonical Kahler potential
(canonical kinetic terms), rescale the superfields
T → ΛT,
X0 = X → ΛX,
X1 = φ→ Λ
2φ. (2.3)
The corresponding superpotential becomes
Wdyn =
TX3
3Λ
+
1
2
Xφ2. (2.4)
The factorization of superpotential into renormalizable and non-renormalizable parts
is generic even if considering more complicated case. Retain the superpotential (2.4) up to
renormalizable interaction for studying behavior around the origin of moduli space only.
Wdyn =
1
2
εabcdefXabφcdφef
≃ X56φ14φ23 −X46φ15φ23 +X45φ16φ23
+X16φ45φ23 −X15φ46φ23 +X14φ56φ23
−X56φ13φ24 +X36φ15φ24 −X45φ16φ24
+X46φ13φ25 −X36φ14φ25 +X34φ16φ25
−X45φ13φ26 +X35φ14φ26 −X34φ15φ26
+X56φ12φ34 −X26φ15φ34 +X25φ16φ34
+X16φ25φ34 −X15φ26φ34 −X46φ12φ35
+X26φ14φ35 −X24φ16φ35 −X16φ24φ35
+X14φ26φ35 +X45φ12φ36 −X25φ14φ36
+X24φ15φ36 +X15φ24φ36 −X14φ25φ36
+X36φ12φ45 −X26φ13φ45 +X23φ16φ45
−X13φ26φ45 +X12φ36φ45 −X35φ12φ46
+X25φ13φ46 −X23φ15φ46 +X13φ25φ46
−X12φ35φ46 +X34φ12φ56 −X24φ13φ56
+X23φ14φ56 −X13φ24φ56 +X12φ34φ56. (2.5)
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1We would like to deform this model in a way that results in supersymmetry breaking
triggered by singlets.
δW = SiOi + fO. (2.6)
The values of f strongly affects the behavior of dynamics near the origin. In order for
gauge mediation [21, 22], we would like to preserve large part of the global symmetry group
SU(6). The simplest choice is that only f12 is non-zero. For convenience, we single out
X12
2 from other Xab and call it X, and the rest of pseudomoduli are called Y . Then the
schematic version of superpotential can be written as
W =
1
2
(X + Y )φ2 (2.7)
The dangerous flat direction T can be lifted by singlets [12]. Under the same rescaling
of fields (2.3), the singlet perturbation becomes
δW = fΛX +
m
M
ϕφ+mST → fΛ2X +m
Λ
M
Λϕφ+mΛST, (2.8)
where S,ϕ are additional singlets to lift dangerous flat directions. For convenience,
absorb Λ and ǫ into new parameters,
fΛ2 → f, (2.9)
mΛǫ→ m, (2.10)
mΛ→ mh. (2.11)
We observed that mh ≫ m from (2.11). Near the origin of moduli space, we can
simplify the superpotential by integrating out the heaviest fields S and T . Then effective
O’Raifeartaigh model becomes
W = fX +
1
2
(X + Y )φ2 +mφϕ (2.12)
This type of superpotential is equivalent to the one studied by Curtin et.al.[23]. In this
scenario, they show that the mass correction of pseudomoduli X and Y is semi-positive
definite. Some pseudomoduli remains massless at one-loop level. This raises the possibility
to break R-symmetry spontaneously in two or higher loops effective potential [24]. The
remaining massless pseudomoduli at one-loop level is disfavored, because the two-loop cor-
retions might be negative which destabilizes the potential around the origin and leads to
1
≃ means that we absorb the coefficient 8 for it being irrelevant.
2In the following, we write it X for short.
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runaway in general. When introducing additional tree level term fyY , this type of model
can be remedied. Such terms give rise to a positive mass for Y automatically. The tension
between one-loop and two-loop contribution can be used to break R-symmetry from the
renormalization group flow [25].
In this paper, the extra pseudomoduli Y can be lifted by additional singlets. The
singlet perturbation is thus
δW = fX +mϕφ+mhSY Y (2.13)
Recall that mh ≫ m, SY and Y can be integrated out which greatly simplifies the
cubic term (2.5),
Wcubic = Xφ36φ45 −Xφ35φ46 +Xφ34φ56. (2.14)
In addition, we mention that onlym(φ36ϕ36+φ45ϕ45+φ35ϕ35+φ46ϕ46+φ34ϕ34+φ56ϕ56)
are relevant for computing Coleman-Weinberg potential. Other mass terms without cou-
pling to X just give rise to constant contribution for Coleman-Weinberg potential. There-
fore, the effective O’Raifeartaigh model near the origin is
W = fX +m
6∑
i=1
φiϕi +X(φ1φ2 − φ3φ4 + φ5φ6) (2.15)
(2.16)
with
φ36 → φ1, φ45 → φ2, φ46 → φ3, φ35 → φ4, φ34 → φ5, φ56 → φ6,
ϕ36 → ϕ1, ϕ45 → ϕ2, ϕ46 → ϕ3, ϕ35 → ϕ4, ϕ34 → ϕ5, ϕ56 → ϕ6. (2.17)
The F-term of this model reads,
F¯X = f +
h
2
φ2,
F¯ϕ = mφ (2.18)
F¯φ = hXφ+mϕ
Obviously, the first two equations are not compatible, thus result in spontaneous su-
persymmetry breaking. Before falling into actual computation on the quantum effective
potential for pseudomoduli, we mention that f must be much smaller than m2 in order to
have the pseudomoduli space.
X arbitrary, φi = ϕi = 0. (2.19)
This inevitable hierarchy can not be generated naturally as (2.11), and has to be
imposed by hand.
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3 Coleman-Weinberg potential
In this section, we tried to compute the mass of pseudomoduli X in the context of the general
formula developed by David Shih [17]. Our model (2.16) is the conventional O’Raifeartaigh
model with R charge equaling to 0 or 2.
R(X) = 2,
R(φ) = 0,
R(ϕ) = 2. (3.1)
Since superfields have R-charge 0 or 2 only, we concluded that this model has a one-loop
positive-definite mass [17] , thus the pseudomoduli X is stabilized at the origin. Delicate
computations convinced us that the supersymmetry breaking vacuum at origin is stable.
First of all, the mass matrix M is thus
M =


0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m
m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0


(3.2)
and N is
N =


0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(3.3)
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From (3.2) and (3.3), we can obtain the important element F that is proportional to
f/(m2 + v2)3. Recall that there is a general mass formula for mass squared
m2X =M
2
1 −M
2
2 , (3.4)
where
M21 =
1
16π2f2
∫
∞
0
dvv5Tr
[
F(v)4
1−F(v)2
]
(3.5)
M22 =
1
8π2f2
∫
∞
0
dvv3Tr
[(
F(v)2
1−F(v)2
Mˆ
)2]
(3.6)
and
Mˆ =
(
0 M+
M 0
)
(3.7)
Nˆ =
(
0 N+
N 0
)
(3.8)
F = (v2 + Mˆ2)−1/2fNˆ(v2 + Mˆ2)−1/2 (3.9)
Straightforward calculation shows that M22 is identically zero for this model. The first
term M21 at small y = f/m
2 gives
m2X =
m6y4
8π2f2
(3.10)
Thus, we obtain the positive mass for X with the metastable vacuum located at the
origin of moduli space.
Another issue to be addressed is the calculability of this model. Recall that non-
calculable contributions come from either non-renormalizable terms in superpotential or
higher order operators in Kahler potential. Non-renormalizable terms in superpotential are
indeed negligible for all vevs being much smaller than Λ. We thus focus our attentions on
the Kahler potential
K = XX+
(
1 + gX
(
X
Λ
, · · ·
))
. (3.11)
The potential near the origin is
V = f2
(
αX2
Λ2
+ 1
)
(3.12)
3The matrix of F is too large to display
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so non-calculable contribution to mass is
δm2non−calc =
f2
Λ2
(3.13)
The ratio between non-calculable contributions and calculable one is naturally small
γ ≡
δm2non−calc
δm2calc
=
24π2m2ǫ2
Λ2
= 24π2ǫ4 ∼ ǫ4 (3.14)
The condition γ ≪ 1 is highly non-trivial, since it indicates that the non-calculable cor-
rections is suppressed by the presence of small parameter ǫ. The model under consideration
has calculable dynamical supersymmetry breaking vacuum.
4 Other s-confining theories
There are only two types of s-confining theories with gauge group Sp(2N) which can be
seen in [20]. The complicated one has been discussed in detail in the last two sections.
Here we concentrate on the simpler one, i.e., Sp(2N) with 2N+4 fundamental flavors. The
matter content and global symmetries can be found in Table (2)
Sp(2N) SU(2N + 4) U(1)R
Q 1N+2
X = Q2 1 1N+2
Table 2. The matter content and global symmetries of new model.
The dynamical superpotential is W = Λ1−NXN+2. At IR, no renormalizable interac-
tions are permitted. Any perturbation can break supersymmetry. However, this scenario
is non-calculable.
5 Conclusion
S-confining theories provide excellent avenues in which searching for dynamical supersym-
metry breaking is available. By coupling singlets to the theory, it exhibits well-behaved
characters in IR, for example, the calculability can be preserved.
In our first model, namely Sp(4) gauge theory with one anti-fundamental tensor and
six fundamental flavors, the dynamics in IR has been analyzed extensively. The positive
definite mass correction shows that it does have stable supersymmetry breaking vacuum
at the origin of moduli space. From the perspective of calculability, we found that it is
guaranteed naturally without imposing hierarchy between couplings by hand. Since the
fields in this model have R-charge 0 or 2 only, R-symmetry can not be broken at one-loop
quantum corrections. The slightly deformed model may induce R-symmetry breaking which
is left for future study.
Another model, Sp(2N) with 2N + 4 fundamental flavors, can break supersymmetry
easily. Unfortunately, this scenario is non-calculable.
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